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1. INTRODUCTION. Persian complex predicates are of particular interest because their 

semantics are often idiosyncratic and their structure frequently deviates from general rules 

of Persian syntax. In spite of these peculiarities, Persian complex predicates are not a 

marginal part of the language. They form an open, productive1 class, and are more common 

than simple verbs.  Complex predicates have been replacing simple verbs in the Persian 

language since the thirteenth century. Today, the Persian language has thousands of 

complex predicates while approximately only a hundred simple verbs are still in use 

(Mohammad & Karimi 1992).   

Persian complex predicates consist of a non-verbal element, abbreviated NV, followed 

by a verb, abbreviated V.2 Examples of common Tajik Persian complex predicates are 

given in table 1.  

NON-VERBAL ELEMENT VERB (INFINITIVE FORM) MEANING 
bod wind dodan give to fan 

niʃon sign dodan give to show, point 

kor work kardan do to work 

dard pain kardan do to cause pain 

gap word zadan hit to say 

dam breath zadan hit to wait, hesitate 
Table 1. 

                                                 
1 It may be misleading to say that complex predicates are productive as a class. Complex predicates involving 
some verbs are more productive than others. The most productive constructions seem to involve the light verb 
kor ‘work’. The meaning of these constructions also seems to be more predictable (less idiosyncratic) than 
other complex predicates. 
2 NV (Non-Verbal element), and V (Verb) are the terms and abbreviations used by Folli, Harley & Karimi 
(2005) 
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One puzzling theoretical question about Persian complex predicates is how they are 

represented in the mental lexicon. Since the meaning of a complex predicate is not entirely 

predictable based on the individual semantics of its NV and V, it is hypothesized that NV 

and V must be stored in the lexicon as a single construct with a single meaning. But this 

hypothesis is complicated by the fact that in some clauses, the NV and V can be separated 

by other morphemes.  

1.1. GOALS OF THIS PAPER. In this paper, I will present a hypothesis based on 

Construction Grammar that will: (a) account for the productivity of the Persian complex 

predicate constructs; (b) describe the way instances of this construction possibly are stored 

in the lexicon; and (c) explain how they are unified with other constructions in a clause—

including clauses in which the NV and V become separated. 

 But, before developing this hypothesis, the distribution of complex predicates in Tajik 

will be examined to see if they all conform to a single pattern. If they do, they can be 

accounted for by a single construction. If they do not, either I will need to posit more than 

one construction in my hypothesis, or propose a narrower definition of what constitutes a 

complex predicate. 

1.2. TAJIK LANGUAGE. While most recent papers on Persian complex predicates have 

been based on data from Farsi, the variety of Persian spoken in Iran, this paper will use data 

from Tajik,3 the variety of Persian spoken primarily in Tajikistan, where it is the official 

state language. Farsi and Tajik are both members of the West-Iranian branch of the Indo-

                                                 
3 All of the Tajik language data used  in this paper are taken from a book of traditional Tajik stories collected 
by the Folklore Department of the National Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan (Amonov 2001), unless 
otherwise stated. The stories were transcribed from oral performances and then edited before being published. 
The degree and type of editing are unknown, although the editors claim that the text is still representative of 
spoken Tajik. The stories are printed in Tajik Cyrillic orthography, but in the Tajik clauses that I present in 
this paper, I have replaced the Cyrillic letters with equivalents from the IPA. 
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Iranian language family and are mutually intelligible. The number of Tajik speakers world-

wide was estimated to be approximately 4.4 million in 19914 (Gordon 2005).   

In order to facilitate discussion of complex predicates in Tajik, I will give a brief 

description of the language’s grammar. Tajik is a moderately synthetic language with 

somewhat isolating morphology. The word order is SOV and is fairly fixed. The pattern of 

grammatical relations is nominative-accusative. An accusative suffix, -ro, only appears on 

object noun phrases that are definite. Verbs have pronominal suffixes that agree with the 

subject of the verb in person and number. Sentence 1 (from Perry 2005) shows a basic 

transitive sentence with the subject, object and verb marked. Notice that the subject 

pronoun is optional. 

(1)      S         O                 V 
  (man)  onho-ro     na-   did        -am 
 I         them-ACC NEG-see.PST-1SG 
 ‘I didn’t see them.’ 
 
 
2. IDENTIFYING COMPLEX PREDICATES. The term complex predicate has been used in 

recent literature on Persian grammar to refer to two or more words that appear to function 

together like a compound verb. Persian complex predicates typically consist of a non-

verbal element, NV, which may be a noun, adjective, or preposition, and a verb, V, which 

is usually a light verb, a verb with little semantic content. The NV usually contributes the 

main semantic content to the complex predicate.5 The semantic and syntactic properties of 

                                                 
4 The number of Tajik speakers is now much higher. While estimates on the number of Tajik speakers world-
wide could not be found, an estimate can be made based on population statistics. According to The World 
Fact Book estimates for 2005, the population of Tajikistan was 7.2 million, with 80% being ethnic Tajik, and 
the population of Uzbekistan 28.9 million with a 5% Tajik population, which gives a total of about 7.2 
million ethnic Tajiks in those two countries, most of whom would be expected to speak Tajik as a first 
language.  
5 This is essentially the same definition commonly used for the term light verb construction (Crystal 2003). 
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the complex predicate are non-compositional, which means they cannot be entirely 

predicted based on the individual lexical properties of the NV and V  (Folli, Harley & 

Karimi 2005).   

For example, the predicate in sentence 2 fits the description of a complex predicate 

because the main semantic content comes from the noun xob ‘sleep’, while the verb kard  

‘did’ contributes very little meaning of its own. In addition, the semantics are non-

compositional since kard is a transitive verb,6 but the event predicated by xob kard ‘he/she 

slept’ is intransitive.  

(2)  duxtar dar tag     -i       jak   tʃanor       xob   kard 
     girl     in   bottom-GEN one  sycamore  sleep  do.PST.3SG 
     ‘The girl slept under a sycamore tree.’ 
 

Another example of a complex predicate is sentence 3. The predicate is complex since 

the noun torodʒ ‘plunder, pillage, sacking’ carries most of the meaning, in addition, it is not 

the object of the verb, even though a noun immediately preceding a transitive verb is 

usually the direct object in Tajik. It is clear that torodʒ  is not the direct object since 

boɣatro ‘garden’ has the accusative suffix -ro. This is one of the ways in which the 

structure of complex predicates does not follow the usual syntactic patterns for Tajik. 

(3) boɣ    -at    -ro      gurg  torodʒ   kard 
     garden-2SG-ACC  wolf  plunder do.PST.3SG 
     ‘A wolf raided your garden.’ 

                                                 
6 The verb kardan does not always occur in complex predicates, but sometimes operates as a simple transitive 
verb as in the example below (from Perry 2005). 
 
 kor-i          naɣz-e-ro            kard-em 
 work-GEN good-INDEF-ACC do.PST-1PL 
 ‘We did a good job.’ 
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Comparing sentence 2 to sentence 3 we see a significant difference in syntax. The NV 

in 2 appears to be the syntactic object of the V, but the NV in 3 clearly is not. This brings 

us back to the question whether all the constructions that fit our definition of complex 

predicate are really of the same kind. This question will be addressed in the next section. 

 

3.  EVALUATION OF DATA. A list of Tajik clauses containing complex predicates was 

compiled from the first 37 pages of narrative in Amonov (2001). The table in Appendix A 

lists an example of each complex predicate that was found. The table shows the syntactic 

category of the NV. The semantic participants, semantic transitivity, grammatical relations, 

and syntactic transitivity are given for each complex predicate and for the V involved in 

each complex predicate.  

The patterns that were observed in the data are described in sections 3.1 – 3.3 and 

conclusions drawn from these observations are given in section 3.4. 

3.1. PRODUCTIVITY. Some verbs are much more productive than others. Only three 

complex predicates were found with intransitive verbs. Those verbs are omadan ‘come’ 

and raftan ‘leave’, and gaʃtan ‘go’. These are all verbs representing movement in space 

with the manner unspecified. The majority of the transitive verbs that were found in 

complex predicates were verbs of motion or transfer, in which manner is not specified. 

Examples are: kardan ‘do’, dodan ‘give’, gireftan ‘take’, ovardan ‘bring’, and omadan 

‘come’. The exceptions are zadan ‘hit’, kaʃidan ‘pull’ (which predicate a particular type of 

motion or transfer), and xordan ‘eat’. These verbs all seem to be related semantically in 

that they predicate simple, common physical actions.  
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3.2. COMPOSITIONALITY. I looked for evidence that the syntax and semantics of the 

complex predicate were in some way determined by the syntax and semantics of its 

components. The potential correlations I examined follow. 

3.2.1. SYNTACTIC CATEGORY OF THE NV. I was not able to find any correlation between 

the syntactic category of the NV and the syntax of the complex predicate, since almost all 

the non verbal elements in the data are nouns. 

3.2.2. TRANSITIVITY OF THE V. There did not seem to be any correlation between 

syntactic transitivity of the V and the syntactic transitivity of the complex predicate. For 

example, the verb kardan ‘do’, is syntactically transitive, but the complex predicate can be 

syntactically transitive or intransitive and may have from one to three grammatical 

relations7 (if you consider oblique to be a grammatical relation). The example in sentence 4 

shows the transitive verb dodan ‘give’ with the NV niʃon ‘sign’. The complex predicate is 

intransitive in this sentence. 

(4)  man ba  tu              niʃon    me-dih-am 
 I       to  you.FAM    sign      PRS-give.PRS-1SG 
 'I'll show you' 
 
However, the complex predicate niʃon dodan 'to show' can be transitive in a different 

context as is apparent in sentence 5 since ʃamʃer-ro ‘sword’ has an accusative suffix. 

(5)  duxtar ʃamʃer-ro     niʃon dod 
 girl     sword-ACC  sign  give.PST.3SG 
  'The girl showed the sword.' 
 

                                                 
7 Tajik verbs only have subjects and objects, indirect objects are always within prepositional phrases. 
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The syntactic transitivity of the complex predicate does not always correspond with my 

intuition about its semantic transitivity. For example, sitam kardan 'oppression do' seemed 

to me to involve an agent and patient, but in Tajik the recipient of the oppression is oblique, 

since it is in the prepositional phrase ba digaron ‘to others’ as shown in sentence 6. 

(6)  har    kas     ki    ba digar-on  sitam        kunad 
     every person who to other-PL oppression do.3SG 
 'Every person who oppresses others ...' 
 
3.2.3. PARTICIPANT ROLES OF THE V. There does seem to be some correlation between 

the participant roles of the V8 and the participant roles of the complex predicate. For 

example, in sentence 7, the NV nadʒot ‘salvation’ combines with the V dodan ‘give’ to 

form the complex predicate meaning ‘to save, or rescue’. The participant roles of dodan are 

agent, theme, and recipient. The argument roles of the whole complex predicate are agent 

and recipient. Compare this with sentence 4 where the complex predicate has only an 

agent, and with 5 where it has both an agent and theme. Not all participant roles are present 

in each case, but at least they are the same roles. predicate. 

(7)  man tu  -ro        nadʒot        dod   -am 
     I      you-ACC  salvation  give.PST-1SG 
     ‘I saved you.’ 
 
In the future, it would be interesting to employ the intuitions of a native speaker to 

determine which roles are profiled by each V and compare them with the roles profiled by 

the complex predicate in which it occurs.   

 

                                                 
8 I found that my intuitions about participant roles of the V were clearer than my intuitions about the 
participant roles of the NV. This is probably because most of the Vs describe simple actions, so the 
participant roles seemed clearer. 
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3.2.4. PARTICIPANT ROLES OF THE ACTION DESCRIBED BY THE NV. There was no 

apparent correlation to between the participant roles of the action described by the NV and 

the grammatical relations of the complex predicate, but these results are very tentative. I 

arrived at the semantic participants by visualizing the event and identifying the participant 

roles. It would be better to survey a number of Tajik speakers to see how they visualize the 

event. If Tajik speakers were available,  it would be interesting to use the heuristic 

suggested by Goldberg (1995) for identifying participant roles, which is to put the verb ( in 

this case complex predicate) into the Tajik translation of the frame “No ___-ing occurred.”9 

3.2.5. THE SEMANTICS OF THE NV AND V. The semantics of the complex predicates 

range from being almost completely predictable based on the semantics of the NV and V, 

to having very little semantic relation to the NV and V.  Sentence 8 is an example of very 

predictable semantics. The subject is agentive, as would be expected from the semantics of 

kardan ‘do’, and the action is to wake someone, as would be expected from the adjective 

bedor ‘awake’. 

(8)  gundʒiʃk  zoɣ -ro      no-   ilodʒ      bedor   kard 
     sparrow  crow-ACC  NEG-remedy  awake  do.PST.3SG 
     ‘Inevitably, the sparrow woke the crow.’ 

 
The meaning of the complex predicate in 9, on the other hand, isn’t as transparent. The 

preposition bar ‘to’ and the verb xurdan ‘eat’ combine to mean ‘collide’. 

                                                 
9 The Tajik translation of this frame would be:  
 hitʃ    _____  _____            na-ʃud 
 none   NV V(infinitive) NEG-became 
While this frame is somewhat language independent, since the infinitive form of the verb does not have any 
statistic arguments, it seems there may still be some influence from language on  the number of participants 
visualized. 
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(9)  dy   poj-aʃ     ba dam-i       ʃamʃer bar-xurda sarozer   ba tʃoh aftod 
      two feet-3SG to edge-GEN sword to-eat.NF head-first to well fall.PST.3SG 
      ‘His feet catching on the edge of the sword, he fell head first into the well.’ 
 

3.3. STRUCTURAL DISTRIBUTION. There are three main differences in structure of the 

complex predicates in the data. (a) Some complex predicates do not have an object. The 

NV appears to take the place of the syntactic object. (b) Other complex predicates do have 

syntactic objects. (c) In some complex predicates the NV can be separated from the V. 

3.3.1 COMPLEX PREDICATES WITHOUT OBJECTS.  Complex predicates involving kardan 

'do' almost always have a noun that describes an action as their object. Do they always 

form complex predicates? Sentences like 10 could either be analyzed syntactically as an 

intransitive complex predicate or as a simple verb with xizmat 'service' as its object. It is 

hard to tell which is the better analysis. 

(10)  tamom-i umr      ba tu          xizmat  me-kun-am 
   all      -GEN life to you.FAM service  PRS-do.1SG 
   'I will serve you all my life.' 
 

 Sentence 11, however, is easier to analyze since kardan is coordinated with two NVs. It 

seems more consistent with to evaluate these NVs as objects of the verb rather than as a 

coordinated complex predicate. 

(11)  girja-vu           nola        me-kard 
   crying-CONJ  howling  PRS-do.PST.3SG 

   'He was crying and howling.' 

About 70% of the complex predicates in my data are like sentence 10. These NV V 

pairs show semantic evidence of being complex predicates, but not syntactic evidence. 

3.3.2 COMPLEX PREDICATES WITH A NON-OBJECT NV. Some clauses syntactically 

differentiate the NV from the grammatical object of the V. These clauses stand in contrast 
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to clauses like 10 since no subjective judgment is needed to decide whether or not they 

have a complex predicate. Examples of clauses with NVs that are not syntactic objects of V 

follow. 

Sentence 12 has a complex predicate formed from an intransitive verb. The NV xob 

‘sleep’ is clearly not an object, since the verb is intransitive.  

(12)  dar tag-i              davol-i      kal?a  xob    raft 
         in    bottom-GEN  wall-GEN  fort    sleep  go.PST.3SG 
    'He selpt below the wall of a fort.' 

 
Sentence 13 has a complex predicate in which it is clear that the NV, vairon ‘ruined’, is not 

the object of the transitive V, kardan ‘do’,  since dusti-ro ‘friendship’ has an accusative 

suffix. 

(13)  tu              ahd-i                  dusti-ro             vairon    na-kun 
        you.FAM covenantt-GEN friendship-ACC ruined NEG-do.PRS.2SG 
        ‘Don’t destroy the covenant of freindship!’ 

In sentence 14 it is clear that niʃon ‘sign’ is not an object of the transtive V, dodan 

‘give’, since the three participant roles of the verb have syntactic arguments: the agent 

is -and ‘they’, the theme is dʒo-i malika-ro ‘queen’s place’, and the recipient is duxtar 

‘girl’.  

(14)  ba duxtar dʒo-i           malika-ro   niʃon  dod-and 
         to girl     place-GEN  queen-ACC sign   show.PST-3PL 
             ‘They showed the girl the queen’s room.’ 

3.3.3 COMPLEX PREDICATES WITH NV SEPARATED FROM V. The NV can be separated 

from the V by the present tense prefix mi- and the negating prefix na-. There are two 

prefixation patterns in the data. All but one of the Vs in the data take the present tense 
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prefix mi-, or the negating prefix na-. For example, in sentence 15, the present prefix is 

attached to the V rather than to the entire complex predicate. 

(15)  ma-ro       boz  masxara  me-kon-i 
    me-ACC also  ridicule   PRS-do-2SG.FAM 
    ‘Are you also ridiculing me?’ 
 

The one exception is dar-omadan ‘in-come’ meaning ‘to enter’. As shown in sentence 

16, the prefix na- attaches to the whole complex predicate rather than to just the verb.  

(16)  ba gap-i        tu    na-dar-omad-am 
    to  talk-GEN you NEG-in-come-1SG 
    ‘I don’t accept what you’re saying.’ 
 

In addition to dar ‘in’, according to Perry (2005), there are two other NVs that form 

inseparable complex predicates. They are: bar ‘on, up, over’ and furu ‘below, down’. Perry 

also states that these NVs are no longer productive. Based on the evidence that the NV is 

now inseparably bound to the V, and the NV is no longer productive, I argue that these are 

not complex predicates, but just simple verbs. They probably were complex predicates at 

one time, but now they pattern with simple verbs. 

3.4. IMPLICATIONS OF THE DATA. The complex predicates in the data do not all seem to 

fit into one general pattern. They vary according to (a) productivity of the verb class, (b) 

compositionality of the semantics, and (c) structure.  

The variability in productivity is predictable from the semantics of the verb. By far the 

most productive verbs are verbs of motion or transfer in which the manner is unspecified. 

This implies that the complex predicate construction needs this semantic restraint on the V.  

The complex predicate may have a meaning that is almost completely predictable, or 

unpredictable. The degree of compositionality appears to be on a cline. This observation 
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does not seem to imply any constraint on the complex predicate construction. It is also 

significant to note that there does not seem to be any semantic constraint on the NV, at 

least for nouns. There weren’t enough other syntactic categories of NVs in the data to draw 

any conclusions from. 

I was not able to find any pattern of correspondence between the syntax and semantics 

of the complex predicates and either their NVs or Vs.  This leads me to conclude that there 

are no constructions that license the semantics of complex predicates. To clarify what I 

mean, consider the resultative construction. The semantics of a resultative clause like 17 

are not compositional.  

 
(17)  ‘He talked himself blue in the face.’ 
 
 
The meaning of a resultative cannot be derived from just the lexical meanings of the 

words and general rules of syntax. But, a resultative construction can be defined which will 

license constructs that have predictable meanings based on the semantics of the words and 

the semantics of the construction. The meanings of individual resultative constructs do not 

need to be stored in the mental lexicon. But there is no apparent pattern to complex 

predicates that suggest that constructions could be defined that would license complex 

predicate constructs with predictable meanings. 

A number of different patterns were observed in the structural distribution of complex 

predicates. The first was that the NV may occur without an object, in which case it is not 

clear whether the NV is grammatically the object of the V. One might consider this to be a 

special category of complex predicate. Contrasting with the first pattern is the second, in 

which the NV is clearly not a grammatical object, which includes complex predicates with 
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intransitive Vs. These distributional patterns will be accounted for by the construction 

grammar hypothesis presented in the next section. 

 

4.  A CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR EXPLANATION.  I will use the theoretical framework of 

Construction Grammar to explain how Tajik complex predicates are represented in the 

mental lexicon. I am using Construction Grammar because I find the arguments given for 

this approach convincing and in accord with my own experiences and intuitions about 

language. I also think that Tajik complex predicates in particular can be explained better by 

Construction Grammar than by other theoretical approaches to syntax and semantics. 

One of the lines of evidence for Construction Grammar that I find most convincing is 

that it fits well with the concept that we learn grammar by abstracting patterns from the 

utterances that we hear. This applies both to children and adults. Not only do we learn basic 

grammatical patterns as children, but the grammatical patterns that we learned are 

continuously being added to and  modified based on the language usage to which we are 

exposed.  Both the grammatical forms (patterns), and their associated meanings are derived 

from our experience with language and represented in our mental lexicons. These mental 

representations which associate form and meaning are the constructions of Construction 

Grammar (Bybee 2005, Goldberg 2003a). 

Another aspect of Construction Grammar that I find compelling is the way in which it 

explains grammatical patterns which are  productive.  Productivity is a consequence of a 

pattern being generally applicable over a range of constructions. Examples of grammatical 

patterns which are generalized range from those with broad application, like word order, to 
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those with fairly limited application, like complex predicate constructions involving 

particular NV and V combinations. 

Grammatical patterns which have general application, or in other words, which are 

productive, are explained in Construction Grammar by the way constructions are related to 

each other. Constructions are not viewed as being ad. hoc. collections of unrelated 

templates for constructing utterances, but they are related to one another through 

inheritance and composition. Inheritance is the concept that constructions can be arranged 

in a hierarchy that reflects the ways in which they are similar to, or different from one 

another. The similarities are represented as properties of form and meaning that one 

construction inherits’ from another. The differences are represented by the particular ways 

in which a construction may override the inherited properties. Overriding means not 

inheriting particular properties, and adding others of it’s own. Consider the example in fig. 

1 (adapted from Croft 2001). This diagram shows how the grammatical forms of clause 

constructions are related by inheritance10. The construction at the highest node in the 

inheritance hierarchy represents the most general clausal pattern: a subject followed by a 

predicate. Each construction that inherits from the one above it modifies the inherited form 

to some degree. The constructions at the bottom of the hierarchy are the most specific 

semantically, and while they are quite different from one another they all share the general 

form of the construction at the top of the hierarchy. 

                                                 
10 Note that this diagram is only intended to illustrate the concept of inheritance of grammatical forms 
(patterns). It does not account for complex predicates, nor does it show how the meanings, not just the forms, 
are also inherited. 
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Figure 1. Example of an inheritance hierarchy using Tajik clause types. 

 

Evaluation of the Tajik data presented in section 3 shows that constructions need to 

account for three different types of complex predicates. 1) Complex predicate clauses that 

have a non-object NV. 2) Complex predicate clauses that have a non-compositional 

meaning, and an NV, that could also be analyzed as an object.  

I will describe these constructions following the framework of Construction Grammar 

as described by Goldberg (1995). There are several aspects of this approach that are 

important to point out. (a) All lexical items are constructions—including morphemes, 

words, complex words, idioms, and phrases (It is not clear whether nouns, verbs, adjectives 

and other syntactic categories are constructions, but if they are, they inherit the properties 

of words). Goldberg  (2003a)  (b) All constructs (actual utterances) in a language are 

licensed by constructions. There are no general rules of syntax that operate outside the 

lexicon. Goldberg (1995) does not state this explicitly, but it is implied on  pg. 108-109 (c) 

There are no transformations or sequential operations posited in the generation of 

constructs. Constructions license certain combinations of objects, they do not perform any 

operations. 

Sub Vintr 

Sub raftan (go) Sub omadan (come) 

Sub Obj Vtr 

Sub Obj zadan (hit) Sub Obj kardan (do) 

Subject  Predicate 
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4.1. COMPLEX PREDICATES WITH A NON-OBJECT NV.  The first category of complex 

predicates to account for are those that have an NV that is clearly not the object of the V, 

These were described in section 3.3.2. These complex predicates occur with both transitive 

and intransitive Vs, so there will need to be one construction for each form. The 

constructions will also need to license the partial separability of the NV and V described in 

section 3.3.3.   

4.1.1. PROBLEMS WITH POSITING COMPLEX PREDICATES AS A KIND OF WORD 

One way to do this would be to posit a complex predicate construction that is simply 

composed of the NV and V. This is appealing, since complex predicates involve a 

collocation of NV and V. In fact, teachers of Tajik as a second language often explain 

complex predicates as a verb which is a compound word. In addition, this approach 

captures the generalization that complex predicates appear in many different types of 

constructs.11  

 If this approach were taken, then the complex predicate construction (which is really 

just a complex verb construction) would inherit from the simple verb construction as shown 

in Fig. 2.  

                                                 
11 Examples of different types of  constructs containing complex predicates are shown below. The first 
construct is licensed by a conditional construction, the second is licensed by a complement construction: tu    
agar   dʒon -at -ro      aziz   don  -i 
 2SG  if       life-2SG-ACC   dear  know-2SG 
        ‘If you value your life...’ 
 
 palaŋ   gumon    kard            ki 
 tiger    thought   do.PST.3SG  COMP 
    'The tiger thought that...' 
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Fig. 2. Possible inheritance hierarchy for one approach to a complex predicate 

construction. 

 

Since the CP construction would inherit all the properties of a verb, it would integrate 

with any construction in the same way that a verb does. The problem with this approach is 

that it isn’t apparent how prefixes would be licensed  on the V component of the complex 

predicate since the NV and V would be contained in a single construction. Constructions 

are inseparable units, and constructions which contain other constructions can only specify 

the way the contained constructions join together, they cannot insert one construction (in 

this case an affix) into another12. This is a real problem since Vs can have prefixes as 

                                                 
12 This raises the question of how paradigmatic affixes, like tense and aspect, are licensed in general. In 
Godberg (1995), this issue is not addressed. Integration of verbs with constructions is treated in a somewhat 
abstract way, in that the generation of constructs with different tense and aspect is never explained. 

Word 

V 

CP 

NV V 

NV 

Adj Prep N 
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shown in section 3.3.3.  This approach will be critiqued further, in section 4.5 since this is 

the approach taken in Goldberg 2003b.  

4.1.2. COMPLEX PREDICATES ARE LICENSED BY THE GENERAL CLAUSE CONSTRUCTION 

The approach that I believe best fits the data is to posit that the NV is a component of 

the basic clause construction, not of a special complex predicate construction. This 

approach captures the generalization that complex predicates can appear in many clause 

types (i.e. many different constructions) since I propose that the NV is a component of the 

highest node in the construction inheritance hierarchy as shown in Figure 3.  

Figure 3. Construction inheritance hierarchy.  
(This diagram is a modified version of one from Goldberg 1995 pg. 109.) 

Subject-Predicate 

Transitive clause 

II II 

NP NV 

Intransitive clause 

Simple Transitive clause 

IS 

Simple Intransitive clause 

IS 

V NP 

NP TRV NP NP NV INTRV 

NP INTRV NP TRV NP 

NV 
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Note that this diagram is not meant to show all the details of clause constructions. The 

purpose of this inheritance hierarchy diagram is to show that any type of clause containing 

an NV is licensed by a corresponding construction. Every construction involving a complex 

predicate can inherit from either a Transitive or Intransitive clause construction, and both 

of the constructions have NV components by default. Clauses without NVs are also 

licensed within this hierarchy by the Simple Transitive and Simple Intransitive 

constructions which are related to their dominating nodes by subpart inheritance13. 

The next step is to describe how non-compositional meaning is associated with the NV 

and V in the complex predicate. I have already rejected the idea that the unique meaning 

which is associated with each particular collocation of NV and V can’t simply be specified 

in the lexicon as if this were a complex word. The solution I propose is that meaning is 

associated with instances14 of a clause construction as shown in figure 4. 

 

                                                 
13 Subpart inheritance is a term Goldberg (1995) uses for an inheritance link that passes on a subset of the 
dominating construction’s properties to the inheriting construction. 
14 Instance inheritance is a term used by Goldberg (1995) to describe an inheritance link that passes on all the 
properties of the dominating construction to a construction in which some of the variable properties of the 
dominating construction are replaced by fixed properties.  
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Figure 4. Instances of a clause construction with non-compositional (idiomatic) 
meaning. 

 
 

In this approach, there is a separate instance of the intransitive or transitive clause 

construction for each collocation of NV and V. For example, the two Transitive clause 

constructions at the bottom of figure 4 which contain the NV peʃ, and the Vs kardan and 

giriftan, illustrate the way that constructions with particular NV and V combinations can be 

instances of the more general transitive clause construction. While both of these instances 

have the same NV, the resulting meanings are very different. The relater noun peʃ ‘front’ 

when combined with kardan ‘do’, means ‘to throw out’, as shown in sentence 18. When it 

is combined with giriftan, it means ‘go forward’ as shown in sentence 19. 

 
(18) pisar-aʃ-ro      az    xona-aʃ    peʃ   kard 
   son-his-ACC from house-his front do.PST.3SG 
   He threw his son out of the house. 
 

Transitive clause 

II 

NP TRV NP NV 

Transitive clause 

II 

NP TRV NP NV 

Transitive clause 

NP NP

peʃ kardan

TRV NV 

peʃ giriftan

Sem: <agt> <pat> To throw out  Sem: <agt> <thm> To go forward on 
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(19) haru uʃtur roh-i gurez-ro peʃ gireft-and 
  donkey and camel road-GEN escape-ACC front take.PST-2PL 
  ‘The donkey and camel went down the escape route.’ 

Not only do the instance constructions license a particular meaning, but they also 

account for the collocational restrictions on NV and V. For example, even when the 

meaning of a complex predicate is predictable from the NV and V, as in xob kardan ‘to 

sleep’ as shown in sentence 2, an instance construction for xob kardan still is required to 

license the collocation of xob and kardan, rather than xob and some other verb15 like 

kaʃidan ‘pull’16. An instance of the Intransitive clause construction with the NV xob ‘sleep’ 

and the V kardan ‘do’ is shown in figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Instance of an intransitive clause construction. 
                                                 
15 Sentence 12, involving the complex predicate xob raftan is another example of a verb that is licensed to be 
collocated with the NV xob. 
16 I need to double check with a native speaker, but I don’t think xob kaʃidan is a felicitous construct. 

Intransitive clause 

 

NP VNV 

Intransitive clause 

II 

NP V NV 

xob kardan

Sem: <agt> To sleep 
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4.2. COMPLEX PREDICATES WITH A NV THAT COULD BE AN OBJECT.  

In section 3.3.1, sentence 10 was given as an example of a predicate, xizmat kardan ‘to 

serve’, that semantically fits the definition of complex predicates given in this paper, but 

that could also be syntactically analyzed as a verb with an object, rather than as a NV and 

V. Sentences 28 and 29 also have predicates that could be analyzed as simple transitive 

verbs with objects. The noun dam ‘moment, time’, could be analyzed either as an NV, or as 

an object. 

(28) dam         giriftan xosta 
 moment  get         want 
 ‘Wanting to take a rest...’ 

(29) murtʃa dam       na-zada 
       ant      moment  NEG-strike 
 ‘The ant not hesitating...’ 

Since there is no syntactic evidence that dam is not an object, and since instances of a 

construction can have idiosyncratic meaning, there is no reason to consider dam to be an 

NV. Each collocation of dam with a different verb17 is licensed by an instance construction 

with it’s own meaning. These are all instances of the simple transitive construction show in 

fig. 3. 

4.3 INTERRELATED CONSTRUCTS AND SEMANTICS OF COMPLEX PREDICATES. 

Since I am hypothesizing that meaning is not associated with a particular complex 

predicate, but  with an entire clause, it would follow that different clause types involving 

the same NV V collocation may not necessarily assign the same meaning to that NV V 

                                                 
17 Other predicates with dam include: dam dodan ‘to leave something idle’, dam kaʃidan ‘to drink in one 
gulp’, dam niʃastan ‘to keep still’.  
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pair, although they could, if the clauses were related by inheritance or containment. For 

example, sentence 20, with the complex predicate zur zadan ‘to exert’ is a cause and effect 

construct and sentence 21, with the same complex predicate, is a purpose construct.  

(20) tʃunon    zur    zad-am ki   rag-i           poj-am dard  me-kun-ad 
 so much force hit-1SG that veins-GEN foot-my pain  PRES-do-3SG 
 I exerted so hard that the blood veins in my foot hurt. 

(21) baroi  hall-i             mas?ala  xeli    zur      zad 
       for    solution-GEN problem  much strength hit 
       He exerted a lot in order to find the solution. 

Both constructs use zur ‘strength’ with ‘zadan ‘hit’ to mean ‘exert effort’. Although 

sentence 20 has a physical meaning, and sentence 21 has a more abstract meaning, it is 

clear that the figurative meaning is a metaphorical extension of the concrete meaning. This 

relationship can be explained by positing that sentence 21 is licensed by a construction 

which inherits from a physical zur zadan construction by a metaphorical inheritance link. 

But, the point here is not to discuss metaphorical inheritance, but just to point out that zur 

zadan has the same basic meaning in both sentences 20 and 21. 

The causative and purposive constructions, which license the constructs in sentences 20 

and 21 respectively,  are  shown in figure 6, along with a construction for an instance of the 

intransitive clause with zur zadan. The zur zadan instance of the intransitive construction is 

related to both the causative and purposive constructions shown at the right of the diagram 

since they both contain it. I have not actually found any constructs of the zur zadan 

instance of the transitive construction in the Tajik stories I have read, but my hypothesis 

predicts that they will be found, since constructs of the causative and purposive 

constructions, which contain them, have been found. 
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Figure 6. Purposive and causative constructions which contain other constructions and, 
hence can contain the zur zadan construction. 

 
4.4. NOMINALIZATION AND COMPLEX PREDICATES.  

A further prediction of this hypothesis is that nominalizations of complex predicates will 

not be productive, nor will any other constructs that do not contain, or inherit from, an 

instance of a complex transitive or intransitive clause. This prediction is based on the 

assertion that there is no complex predicate construction, but rather that there are complex 

clause constructions. A nominalization construction would either inherit or contain a word 

construction, not a clause construction, and since complex predicates are not words, they 

would not be licensed by a nominalization construction. So far, I have only seen a few 

examples of a nominalized complex predicates in the Tajik stories I have read. One of them 

is  alavmon ‘fire tender’, shown in sentence 22, which is apparently related to alav mondan 

‘to start a fire’. Sentence 23 is an example of the usage of alav mondan. 

Instance of intransitive clause 

NP V NV 

zur zadan

Sem: <agt> To exert 

Causative 

Sub  Pred Sub Pred 

Sem:  X resulted in Y 

ki ‘that’ 

Purposive 

NP Sub Pred 

Sem:  Y was done for X 

baroi ‘for’
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(22) ba jak oʃpaz xizmatgori alovmon ʃuda 
  to one cook service-GEN fire.tender becoming 
       ‘becoming the fire tender for a cook...’ 
 
(23) jak  kas      ba tag-i              deg alav monda istoda          ast 
       one person to bottom-GEN pot  fire  put      AUX.imper AUX.pres 
 ‘Someone is lighting a fire under a pot.’ 
 
This example is actually evidence in support of the prediction that nominalization of 

complex predicates is not productive, since this nominalization does not follow any of the 
usual patterns for nominalizing verbs.18 In addition, alavmon does not follow the general 
pattern for creating nouns designating someone who does a particular activity. Normally, 
the suffixs -tʃi, -bon, -gar, or -kor are used on nouns as shown in sentences 24 - 27. 

 
(24)  ohan-gar       duxtar-e             doʃt. 
        iron-worker  daughter-INDEF  have.PST.3SG 
        ‘The blacksmith had a daughter.’ 
 
(25) dar-bon-ho           darvoza-ro kʃoda pursid-and 
 door-caretaker-PL gate-ACC   open.PST  ask.PST-3PL 
 ‘The gate keepers opened the door and asked...’ 
 
(26) u-ro      ba in   kor-xona    ba cifat-i         hisob-tʃi   ba kor   kabul   kard-and 
 he-ACC to this work-house to place-GEN count-doer to work accept do.PST-3PL 
 ‘He was accepted at this workplace for the position of accountant. 
 
 
(27) y hedʒ  vaqt xud-ro      gunah-kor  his  na-me-kard 
 he none time self-ACC sin-doer     feel  NEG-PRES-do.PST.3SG 
      ‘He never felt that he was a sinner.’ 
 
It seems that alavmon is a compound word that has been created by analogy from alav 

mondan rather than by a construction which licenses the nominalization of  alav mondan. 
 

                                                 
18 Perry (2005) describes morphological and syntactic verb nominalization in detail on pages 411 - 425. 
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4.5. AN ALTERNATE ACCOUNT 

In Goldberg’s 2003 article on Persian complex predicates,  she claims that Persian19 

complex predicates have properties of both words and phrases. She claims that the default 

status of complex predicates is V0 (lexical verb). She supports this claim20 by asserting that 

complex predicates have two properties of zero level categories: a. They can be 

nominalized. This assertion will be examined in the next section. b. They can’t be 

syntactically separated. This is true for Tajik complex predicates as well. 

4.5.1 CAN COMPLEX PREDICATES BE NOMINALIZED? 

Goldberg claims that complex predicates can be nominalized. The examples she gives are 

shown in 28 -30. 

 
(28)  V: bazi kardan ‘to play’ [Lit., ‘game’ + ‘do’] 

            N: bazikon ‘player’ (a player of some sport.) 
 
(29) V: negah daʃtan ‘to keep’ [Lit., ‘seeing’ + ‘keep’] 

            Nː negahdari ‘maintenance’ 
 

                                                 
19 It should be noted that the arguments in Goldberg (2003a) are based on Farsi, the variety of Persian spoken 
in Iran, while my arguments are based on Tajik, the variety of Persian spoken in Tajikistan. It should not be 
assumed that arguments which apply to Tajik complex predicates also apply to Farsi complex predicates. 
20 Harley, Karimi, and Folli (2005) also give intonation contour as evidence that complex predicates are 
compound words. They claim that complex predicates in Farsi consistently occur under a single intonation 
contour. Tajik has a fairly consistent pattern of placing stress on the second syllable, except for verbs which 
are stressed on the first syllable. I evaluated recordings of Tajik speakers reading dialogs from Baizoyev and 
Hayward (2003) and found that the stress patterns in complex predicates followed the stress patterns expected 
for separate words. However these results need to be checked against normal speech rather than reading of a 
printed text. Here are my stress assessments: 
tʃi kˈor dˈori (what work do you have?) 
mo... ba piknˈik mˈeravem  (we are going to a picknick) 
hamrˈohi mo mˈeravi (go together with us) 
in xˈel nˈagu (don’t say that sort of thing) 
bo hohˈaraʃ mˈeojad (go with your sister) 
jæk dˈustæʃro hamrˈoh mˈegirad (a friend is going along) 
ʃojˈad digarhˈo niz jagˈon kasro hamrˈoh gˈiand (maybe you can take someone else) 
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(30) V: ruzname neveʃtan ‘to write newspapers’ [Lit., ‘newspaper’ + ‘write’] 
            N: ruznamenevis ‘journalist’ 

 
These examples raise several questions. First, what evidence is there that these are 

complex predicates? With the exception of 29, the meanings seem quite compositional, 

and it is not apparent that any of them have altered argument structure, i.e. a non-object 

NV. The other question is whether the basic meaning of the nominalized form is the same 

as the basic meaning of the presumed complex predicate. If the meaning of the presumed 

complex predicate is in some way specialized beyond the transparent, compositional 

meaning, and it’s nominalization also has that same specialized meaning this would be 

very good evidence that both forms are based on the same lexical pairing of form and 

meaning. However, it appears that the nominalizations have meanings that are more 

specialized than the verbal forms. 

If the objections above were removed by further examination of Farsi data, it is still 

possible that these particular nominalizations, or that these types of nominalizations do 

not occur as readily in Tajik as they do in Farsi. The Tajik dictionary has entries for bozi, 

and bozi kardan, but no entry for bozikon. Native speakers need to be checked.  
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4.5.2. PHRASAL PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX PREDICATES 

The phrasal properties Goldberg claims for complex predicates are that they 1) can be 

separated by the future auxiliary, 2) can be separated by the imperfective prefix and 

negation, 3) can sometime be separated by clitics. The first type of separation wasn’t 

observed in my data from Tajik folk stories. Goldberg explains the first type of separation 

as being licensed by multiple inheritance. She posits a future construction which is at the 

V’ level. This construction inherits from both the V0 complex predicate construction and 

a V’ future construction as shown in figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. The future complex predicate construct is related to both a word and phrase 
level constructs by multiple inheritance. 

 

The second type of separation, negating and imperfective prefixes on the V, was 

observed in the Tajik data and was the main reason that I proposed that complex 

Future 

Cat V’ 
AUXfuture   V0 

Complex Predicate 

Cat V0 
NV    V 

Future Complex Predicate

Cat V’ 
NV   AUXfuture    V 
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predicates are licensed at the clausal level. Goldberg’s explanation for this is that the V of 

the complex predicate is used more frequently than the complex predicate, and that 

because of the high frequency of usage inflected forms of these Vs are stored in the 

lexicon. She cites usage research from Bybee (1995) to support the assertion that the 

higher frequency inflected forms would override the default status of the complex 

predicate as a word and that an inflected V rather than an inflected NV would be 

produced. I have two issues with this explanation. First, my data shows that many of the 

light verbs, like kardan ‘do’, appear far more often with an NV than without. This is 

contrary to her claim that higher frequency occurrence of Vs as simple verbs overrides 

inflection of NV and V as a unitary V0. Second, she has not explained the details of how 

frequency of usage interacts with constructions. She almost makes it sound like high 

frequency forms can override the forms licensed by constructions through an exceptional 

process that doesn’t operate within the framework of construction grammar. 

4.5.3. COMPLEX PREDICATES AND COMPOUND WORDS. 

Goldberg addresses another potential argument against complex predicates having V0 

status. It could be argued that if complex predicates have the status of a word in the 

lexicon, then they should occur in compounds with other words. Goldberg counters this 

by claiming that compounding is unusual in Persian. This may be true for Iranian Farsi, 
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although I would like to see some data to support this assertion. My experience with Tajik 

Persian is that compounding is quite common. For example, in the first half page of the 

first Tajik story I found the following compounds: poi-taxt ‘foot’ + ‘platform’ = ‘capital 

city’, chor-bogh ‘four’ + ‘garden’ = ‘park’, sar-garmi ‘head’ + ‘hot’ = ‘angry’, 

maslixat-goh ‘council’ + ‘place’ = ‘meeting room’ , mehnat-dust ‘toil’ + ‘friend’ = 

‘liker of hard work’, so it doesn’t seem that compound words are at all rare in Tajik 

Persian. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this paper was to explore the characteristics of the constructs in Tajik 

Persian that are commonly called complex predicates and develop a construction grammar 

explanation for the way they are represented in the mental lexicon and for the way they 

combine with other phrasal elements in the formation of clause level constructs. 

Initially, I thought that I would discover that complex predicates could be segregated 

into some kind of a well defined taxonomy based on the semantic and syntactic 

characteristics of the NV and V. I then hoped that I could explain the relationship between 

the semantic and syntactic characteristics of the NV and V with those of the complex 

predicates composed by them by positing a number of different complex predicate 

constructions. My examination of the relationship between the syntax and semantics of 

complex predicates and their NV and V constituents did not reveal any kind of systematic 

relationships, or even any consistent groupings of idiosyncratic relationships. 
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What I did find is that not all the constructs that are included under the common 

designation ‘complex predicate’ are  the same. Some of them have NVs that could be 

analyzed as the object of the verb, and others don’t. In addition, light verbs like kardan ‘do’ 

seem like they should considered separately since they primarily take activity nouns as 

objects. Light verb constructs like xob kardan ‘to sleep’, in sentence 2, seem very different 

from constructs like dam zadan ‘to wait’ (‘moment’ + ‘hit’) in sentence 29 which seems to 

have a figurative interpretation. Consequently, I see three categories of constructs within 

the category commonly designated ‘Persian complex predicate’: 1) Light verb constructs, 

2) complex predicates with non-object NVs, and 3)‘normal’ predicates which have a 

metaphorical or idiosyncratic meaning. I consider the second category to be the only ‘real’ 

complex predicates. 

I have argued that real complex predicates are not licensed by a separate, word level, 

complex predicate construction, but rather are licensed by the basic clause construction. 

The primary evidence for this is that the NV and V in the complex predicate can be 

separated by affixes on the V. If there were a complex predicate construction, there would 

need to be some additional explanation for the way that these affixes are inserted between 

the NV and V.  

Another important part of my hypothesis is that every light verb, complex predicate, or 

metaphorical predicate construct is represented as an instance of a clause construction-- not 

just as a predicate. In other words, whether the meaning is idiosyncratic or not, the 

particular meaning of the predicate is paired with the structure of an entire clause in which 

the NV and V are explicitly specified. 
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There are  two predictions which follow from the claim that complex predicates are 

licensed at the clause level, rather than at the word level. The first is that there will not be a 

productive pattern of nominalization for complex predicates since they do not have the 

status of words (verbs). The second is that the type of constructs in which a particular 

complex predicate is found will reflect the inheritance and/or composition hierarchy of the 

constructs. So, if two instance constructions inherit from the same dominating instance 

construction, and constructs of these two constructions occur with a particular complex 

predicate, then it is predicted that constructs of the dominating construct will occur with the 

same complex predicate. 

I have evaluated the construction grammar explanation for complex predicates given by 

Goldberg. Her hypothesis differs sharply from mine since she claims that complex 

predicates have the default status of words. She gives a plausible explanation for syntactic 

separation of the NV and V by the future auxiliary, xastan. But, her explanation for the 

separation of the NV and V by the negation and imperfect affixes doesn’t seem to be fully 

developed, and a number of details remain unexplained. She also claims that complex 

predicates can be nominalized. I have not been convinced by her arguments for this 

although more Farsi data needs to be considered in order to better assess it’s plausibility. It 

is possible that complex predicates are licensed at the level of words in Iranian Farsi, but 

are licensed at the clause level in Tajik. 

Additional data needs to be evaluated to determine whether the predictions made by my 

hypothesis are correct. In addition to this, I believe that a construction grammar hypothesis 

of verb inflection also needs to be developed. Since a critical characteristic of complex 

predicates is that the NV and V are separable by inflectional affixes, it would be strengthen 
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my hypothesis greatly to develop a construction grammar explanation for the way 

inflectional affixes are licensed on the verb. Are they licensed at the word level, or phrase 

level? 

I believe that the hypothesis I have presented in this paper is the best model for the way 

complex predicates are represented cognitively, but I think that both my hypothesis, and 

that of Goldberg require additional testing and modification. They both represent very good 

initial hypotheses and starting points for additional research. This research should include 

gathering and evaluating a broader range of Farsi and Tajik data, and especially data that 

will either confirm or contradict the predictions of each hypothesis. Future revisions of 

each hypothesis may benefit by incorporating elements of one into the other. 
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APPENDIX A: COMPLEX PREDICATES FOUND IN TAJIK NARATIVE TEXT 
 
In the table below, an example is given for most of the complex predicates found in the first 37 pages of Tajiks stories from Amonov 
(2001). The contents of the columns are: 
 
 NV  The non-verbal element of the complex predicate (or potential complex predicate). 
 PS  Lexical category. 
 English A translation equivalent for the NV. 
 Verb  The V element of the complex predicate, or the verb as a simple predicate. 
 Participants Participant roles of the verb’s semantic frame, when just a simple verb is given. 
 / Arguments Argument roles of the complex predicate construct, when an NV and V are given. 
 sem trans Indicates whether the complex predicate is semantically transitive or intransitive. 
 syntax  The syntactic order of the grammatical relations in phrase in which the complex predicate occurs. 
 syn trans Indicates whether the complex predicate is syntactically transitive (when analyzed as a compound verb). 
 meaning Meaning of the complex predicate. 
 Tajik example: An example of the usage of the complex predicate from the Tajik stories. 
  
 

NV PS English Verb participants 
/ arguments 

sem 
trans syntax syn 

trans meaning Tajik example 

_ v throw andokhtan agt thm Tran  Tran   

nazar n view andokhtan agt intr S OBL V intr look ба чор тараф назар андохт 

_ v go raftan agt intr S V intr   

xob n sleep raftan agt intr S NV V intr go to sleep дар таги давори кала хоб рафт 

_ v enter daromadan agt loc      

_ v give dodan agt thm rec Tran S O OBL V Tran 

 уак аспу ҳамин 
Маликаподшоҳро ба ту додам 
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bod N wind dodan agt pat tran S O NV V tran 

throw into 
the wind 

онро...бод дода, галбер 
дардандӣ, акнун тақсим 
мекарданд 

cavol N question dodan agt rec tran S O V intr 

ask a 
question 

Подшоҳ имруз саволе дод 

davom N continuation dodan agt thm intr S O NV V tran 

continue Gunjishkon… jangi xudro dar 
ryi zamin davom dodand. 

fireb N lie (deceit) dodan agt pat tran S O NV V tran tell a lie мо туро фиреб додаем 

javob N answer dodan agt rec tran S O V intr  

give an 
answer 

ҷавоб дод мурча 

joi N place dodan agt pat Tran S OBL V intr  make space ба хонааш ҷой диҳад 

najot N salvation dodan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran rescue, save ман туро наҷот додам 

nishon N sign dodan agt thm exp Tran S O NV V Tran 

show, 
display a 
thing 

духтар шамшерро нишон дод 

nishon N sign dodan agt thm exp Tran S O OBL NV V Tran 

show the 
way, place 

ба духтар ҷой маликаро 
нишон доданд 

nishon N sign dodan agt thm exp Tran S OBL NV V intr 

prove 
something 

ман ба ту нишон медиҳам! 

roh N road dodan agt loc pat Tran S OBL V intr give access ба хонаат роҳ деҳ 

yori N help dodan agt pat Tran S OBL V intr help духтар ба падараш ёрӣ медод 

азоб N suffering dodan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran persecute онҳоро азоб медиҳанд 
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_ v take gireftan agt thm Tran S O V Tran   

hamroh N companion gireftan agt thm Tran S O NV V Tran 

take 
someone 
along 

Подшоҳро ҳамроҳ гирифта ба 
роҳ баромаданд. 

baror N success gireftan exp thm intr S NV V intr succeed рӯзе шикораш барор гирифт 

dam N 
breath, 
moment gireftan agt thm intr S NV V intr 

rest дам гирифтан хоста 

pesh RN front gireftan agt loc Tran S O V Tran 

go forward 
on 

Xary ushtur… роҳи гурезаро 
пеш гирифтанд 

_ v do kardan agt thm Tran S O V Tran   

bedor A awake kardan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran 

awaken гунҷишк зоғро бедор карда 
гуфт: 

citam N opression kardan agt pat Tran S OBL V intr 

oppress ҳар кас ки ба дигарон ситам 
кунад ... 

dard N pain kardan agt thm intr S O V intr give pain гулуаш бешиддат дард кард 

girya N crying kardan agt thm intr S O V intr 

cry канаяк рӯ кандаю мӯ канда, 
гиря мекунад 

gumon N thought kardan agt thm intr S COMP? V intr think паланг... гумон кард ки ... 

toroj N plunder kardan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran plunder bоғатро гург тороҷ кард 

hamroh N companion kardan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran 

go together марди сорбон... уштуру харро 
ба корвон ҳамроҳ карда, роҳ 
кашид 

iltimos N plea kardan agt thm intr S O V inr plead  
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maskhara N ridicule kardan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran ridicule маро боз масхара мекунӯ?! 

nola N howl kardan agt intr S O V intr howl гирӣаву нола мекард 

pora  n pice kardan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran cut up гусфандеро... пора карда 

pora-pora n pieces kardan agt pat Tran S O NV V Tran 

chop into 
peaces 

шуморо пора-пора мекунам 

rahm n kindness kardan agt pat Tran S OBL O V intr be kind ба ман раҳм кун 

shodi n happiness kardan agt intr S O V intr rejoice шодӣ карда 

taksim n division kardan agt Tran S O NV V Tran 

divide гандумро баробар тақсим 
карад... 

viron Adj ruined kardan agt Tran S O NV V Tran destroy Ту аҳди дӯстиро вайрон накун 

xizmat n service kardan agt Tran S OV  intr 

serve тамоми умр ба ту хизмат 
мекунам 

xob n sleep kardan agt intr S O V intr 

sleep ҳар дуи мо хоб карда 
наметавонем 

zendegi n life kardan agt intr S O V intr 

live олу хӯрда орому очӣда 
зиндагӣ мекарданд 

_  pull kashidan agt pat Tran S O V Tran   

roh n road kashidan agt intr S O V intr 

start down 
the road / 
path 

марди сорбон... уштуру харро 
ба корвон ҳамроҳ карда, роҳ 
кашид 

tashvish n difficulty kashidan agt intr S O V intr 

experience 
difficulty 

ба ман ташвиш кашида, хона 
сохтан чҳӣ даркор? 
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_  remain mondan agt loc Tran S O OBL V Tran   

tashna Adj thirsty mondan exp intr S O V intr 

remain 
thirsty 

ташна монда 

_  come omadan agt loc intr S OBL O V intr   

_  bring ovardan agt thm loc Tran S O OBL V Tran   

tob n power ovardan agt pat Tran S OBL O V intr overcome ба зулми паланг тоб наоворда 

_  eat xurdan agt pat Tran S O V Tran   

kacam n vow xurdan agt intr S O V intr swear касам хурд рӯбоҳ дар дилаш 

xunuk Adj? cold xurdan exp intr S O V intr catch cold сахт ҳунук мехӯрд 

_   zadan agt pat Tran S O V Tran   
ba chor 
taraf PP 

to 4 
directions zadan agt intr S O V intr 

run around гург худро ба чор тараф зада 

chashm N eye zadan agt pat Tran S OBL O V intr 

glance мӯрча ба сангпушт чашмаш 
заду... ба гӯшаш чизе гуфт. 

chorhez Adj? leap, dash zadan agt intr S O V intr 

dash, leap рӯбоҳ ба тарафи хирман 
чорҳез зад. 

dam N 
breath, 
moment zadan agt  intr S O V intr 

hesitate мурча дам назада... 

dugh N shout zadan agt exp Tran S OBL O V intr shout ба ӯ дӯғ мезадааст 

faryod n yell zadan agt intr S O V intr yell фарёд зад 

zur Adj? strength zadan agt intr S O V intr 

exert effort чунон зур задам, ки раги поям 
дард мекунад 

 


